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ABBREVIATIONS

CST Corticospinal tract

DTI Diffusion tensor imaging

MACS Manual Ability Classification

System

MEP Motor evoked potential

ROI Region of interest

TMS Transcranial magnetic stimula-

tion

AIM To determine whether diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can be an independent assessment

for identifying the corticospinal tract (CST) projecting from the more-affected motor cortex in

children with unilateral spastic cerebral palsy (CP).

METHOD Twenty children with unilateral spastic CP participated in this study (16 males, four

females; mean age 9y 2mo [standard deviation (SD) 3y 2mo], Manual Ability Classification

System [MACS] level I–III). We used DTI tractography to reconstruct the CST projecting from

the more-affected motor cortex. We mapped the motor representation of the more-affected

hand by stimulating the more- and the less-affected motor cortex measured with single-pulse

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). We then verified the presence or absence of the

contralateral CST by comparing the TMS map and DTI tractography. Fisher’s exact test was

used to determine the association between findings of TMS and DTI.

RESULTS DTI tractography successfully identified the CST controlling the more-affected hand

(sensitivity=82%, specificity=78%).

INTERPRETATION Contralateral CST projecting from the lesioned motor cortex assessed by

DTI is consistent with findings of TMS mapping. Since CST connectivity may be predictive of

response to certain upper extremity treatments, DTI-identified CST connectivity may

potentially be valuable for determining such connectivity where TMS is unavailable or

inadvisable for children with seizures.

Cerebral palsy (CP) is the most common cause of motor
deficits in children. Unilateral spastic CP, the most common
subtype of CP,1 is characterized by motor deficits lateralized
to one side of the body. Studies using magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) showed that the etiology may include middle
cerebral artery occlusion or hemorrhage, hypoxic–ischemic
encephalopathy, brain malformation, and periventricular
leukomalacia.2,3 Unilateral spastic CP may also result from
other causes of brain abnormality, such as prematurity4 or
sinovenous thrombosis.5 Damage can affect the cerebral
cortex, subcortical structures,3,4 and the descending corti-
cospinal tract (CST).6,7 The CST is the primary motor
pathway descending from the motor cortex innervating
muscles controlling skilled voluntary movement.6,7

In infants with typical development, the CST axons project
bilaterally from the motor cortex to the spinal cord prena-
tally.8 Throughout the first 6 months of life, the ipsilateral
CST is pruned, reinforcing the crossed contralateral CST

sprouting into the spinal cord. A typical contralateral CST
connection is established by 1 to 2 years of age.8–10 Perinatal
brain injury can disrupt this typical course of activity-depen-
dent refinement. In children with unilateral spastic CP, dam-
age to the more-affected motor cortex weakens the
contralateral/crossed projection.11 The ipsilateral CST pro-
jecting from the less-affected motor cortex is hence strength-
ened.8,9 Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) can be
used to assess this cortical control of the upper extremity.8,9,12

Approximately 50% of children with unilateral spastic CP
have their more-affected upper extremity controlled by the
ipsilateral CST.13 Consequently, the less-affected motor cor-
tex controls bilateral movements whereas the more-affected
motor cortex controls no movement in these children. Stimu-
lating the less-affected motor cortex with TMS in this group
of children with unilateral spastic CP often elicits muscle
responses on both upper extremities, while no responses are
observed when stimulating the more-affected motor cortex.8
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Constraint-induced movement therapy has been shown
to improve hand function and can produce long-term
improvements in children with unilateral spastic CP.14,15

However, it is costly (thousands of dollars per child) and
time-consuming (60–90 h).16 It is therefore imperative to
target constraint-induced movement therapy to children
who are most likely to benefit. CST connectivity or ‘rewir-
ing’ (i.e. which motor cortex controls the more-affected
upper extremity) in children with unilateral spastic CP may
be used as a biomarker to stratify patients before prescrib-
ing particular therapies.17 Kuhnke et al.13 demonstrated
that children with an ipsilateral CST (absence of a con-
tralateral CST) responded less than children with a pre-
served contralateral CST in the speed component of the
Wolf Motor Function Test after constraint-induced move-
ment therapy. A recent review proposed using individual
CST rewiring as a method to predict hand function and
treatment outcome in children with unilateral spastic CP.17

These studies suggested CST connectivity should be care-
fully examined for targeting treatments based on individual
pathology. TMS is a traditional neurophysiological method
to examine CST connectivity and its function in children
with unilateral spastic CP.8,9,12 TMS poses a risk in chil-
dren with seizure disorder, a highly concomitant disorder
(35%) in children with CP.1 DTI tractography is a neu-
roimaging method of reconstructing white matter tracts
and allowing further investigation of pathway integrity.18–
20 The benefit of using DTI to assess a preserved con-
tralateral CST is that it typically takes a short period of
time to administer (~10min) and does not pose a risk to
children with seizure disorders. The aim of this study was
to investigate whether DTI can be an assessment to iden-
tify the presence or absence of a contralateral CST in chil-
dren with unilateral spastic CP. We hypothesized that
DTI can be an independent assessment for identifying the
contralateral CST projecting from the more-affected
motor cortex to the more-affected upper extremity.

METHOD
Participants
We recruited participants from our website (www.tc.edu/cen-
ters/cit/), ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT00305006), and online sup-
port groups. Participants were a convenience sample
participating in our clinical trials.21 The inclusion criteria for
the parent trial were established based on our prior trials14: (1)
diagnosed with congenital unilateral spastic CP; (2) the ability
to lift the more-affected arm 15cm above a table surface and
grasp light objects; (3) mainstreamed in school; (4) the ability
to follow instructions during screening and complete the phys-
ical examination. Exclusion criteria of the parent study
included: (1) health problems unassociated with CP; (2) cur-
rent/untreated seizures; (3) visual problems; (4) severe spastic-
ity at any joint (Modified Ashworth score >3.5); (5) orthopedic
surgery on the more-affected upper extremity within the previ-
ous year; and (6) botulinum toxin therapy in the upper extrem-
ity within the last 6 months. Children who met the following
additional criteria were recruited for this study: (1) aged

between 6 years and 17 years; (2) ability to comply with TMS
and MRI procedures. Additional exclusion criteria were: (1)
history of seizures after 2-years-old, (2) non-removable metal-
lic objects in the body, (3) claustrophobia, and (4) family his-
tory of epilepsy. Participants of this study were representative
of the clinical population (Manual Ability Classification Sys-
tem [MACS] levels I–III, Table I). Informed assent/consent
was obtained from all participants and their caregivers. The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of
Teachers College, Columbia University, the New York State
Psychiatric Institute, and Burke Medical Research Institute.

Procedures
MRI protocols
Each child received structural MRI and DTI (in the same
session). The structural scan was used in the TMS experi-
ment to co-register stimulation sites with brain landmarks,
using a stereotaxic system (Brainsight, Rogue Research,
Montreal, QC, Canada). The structural was also used for
examining lesion location.22 The DTI was used to recon-
struct the CST and obtain fiber characteristics.

T1-weighted MRI was performed on a 3T scanner (Phi-
lips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) at Columbia University
Medical Center. Children were positioned head-first-supine.

Table I: Participant demographic and clinical characteristics (n=20)

Mean age (SD) (y, mo) 9.2 (3.2)
Sex
Male 16
Female 4
Paretic hand
Right 10
Left 10
Lesion type
Right 10 (0a, 5b, 5c)
Left 10 (0a, 6b, 4c)
Bilateral 0
Race
White 11
Hispanic 4
Mixed 3
African American 1
Asian 1
MACS level
I 3
II 14
III 3
CST connectivity of the more-affected UEd

Ipsilateral 9
Contralateral 2
Bilateral 9

aBrain malformation. bAbnormality of periventricular white matter.
cCortical/subcortical lesion. dUpper extremity; identified by tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation motor mapping. SD, standard devia-
tion; MACS, Manual Ability Classification System; CST,
corticospinal tract; UE, upper extremity.

What this paper adds
• Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can identify corticospinal tract (CST)

projections from motor cortex.

• DTI can safely examine CST projections in children with unilateral spastic
cerebral palsy.
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For the structural scan, 165 slices were taken (resolution
2569256 pixels). For the DTI, 75 slices were taken (resolu-
tion 1129112 pixels, 55 directions, b-value=800s/mm2). An
echo-planar imaging sequence was used (TR=7638.99ms,
TE=68.56ms).

DTI tractography
We used DTI Studio (Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, MD,
USA) to reconstruct the contralateral CST of the more-
affected upper extremity. We first created an image to
mask the background noise at the threshold of 30 dB,
using standard linear-regression for tensor calculation. We
then excluded noisy images containing movement artifacts
by visually inspecting the original images using the Appar-
ent Diffusion Constant function.23 An average of 457 slices
(standard deviation [SD]=192, 11.1% of images taken for
each child) were excluded. We used the Fiber Assignment
by Continuous Tracking method for fiber reconstruction.
Fiber tracking started with the fractional anisotropy >0.3
and stopped with the fractional anisotropy <0.25 or if the
tract turning angle was >70°.

We placed the first seed at pre- and post-central gyri of
the more-affected hemisphere (a circular region of interest
[ROI], 25cm2, centered at the central fissure) to recon-
struct the contralateral CST on the DTI color map (same
size/location for each child, Fig. 1a1, ‘OR’ function in
DTI Studio).24 The size of this ROI was determined based
on our recent findings.25 The seeded slice was always in
the axial plane (average=12.4 slices, SD=2.1 slices below
the first axial slice that showed visible cortex), examined in
a cranial–caudal direction. Because central fissure was not
always easily identified on a DTI color map of the lesioned
motor cortex, we cross-referenced with the fractional ani-
sotropy map for precisely localizing the seed. An example
of the obtained fiber after seeding the first ROI can be
found in Figure 1b1. Then we placed a second seed at the
pyramidal tract at the lower pons level on the more-
affected side (see Fig. 1a2, an anterior blue-coded area
where the CST typically passes through, ‘AND’ function
in DTI Studio).6,24,26 An example of DTI tractography
results after combining the two seeds can be found in Fig-
ure 1b2. Our criteria strictly excluded fibers that do not

Affected
hemiphere

Front of head Affected
hemiphere

Front of head

(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

Figure 1: (a1 and a2) Yellow circled regions show the two seeds in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) color map, axial slices. (a1) region of interest (ROI)1:
25cm2 circular region seeded at pre-central and post-central gyri of the more-affected motor cortex. (a2) ROI2: seeded at pyramidal tract at the pons.
(b1 and b2) Reconstructed tracts (red fibers) after seeding the ROIs. (b1) Reconstructed tracts after seeding ROI1. (b2) Reconstructed tracts after com-
bining ROI1 and ROI2. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
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pertain to a ‘conventional’ CST. This first tractography
approach was independent of TMS findings.

TMS motor mapping
TMS experiments were conducted at the New York State
Psychiatric Institute. We used single-pulse TMS (Magstim
200 stimulator, 70mm figure-of-eight coil) to assess the
cortical control of the more-affected upper extremity.
Frameless stereotaxy (Brainsight) allowed for online track-
ing of the position of the TMS coil relative to a child’s
MRI. We used an electromyography (EMG) recording sys-
tem (Brainvision, Morrisville, NC, USA) during TMS
stimulation for simultaneously recording bilateral muscle
responses using surface electrodes over the first dorsal
interosseous and flexor carpi radialis muscles.7 We mapped
the motor representation of the more-affected first dorsal
interosseous and flexor carpi radialis by probing the more-
and the less-affected motor cortex (as in Fig. 2). Details of

TMS procedures are presented in Appendix S1 (online
supporting information).

TMS data analysis
TMS-induced EMG data were imported into MATLAB
(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). A MATLAB script was
written to measure the motor evoked potential (MEP)
amplitude for each muscle. Investigators identified the
onset and offset of the MEP. For each grid point in the
map, the average MEP strength was calculated. Each grid
point was categorized as a digit (first dorsal interosseous),
wrist (flexor carpi radialis), or a combination of the two
muscles by the presence or absence of an MEP at that site.

CST fiber characteristics assessed by DTI
We obtained CST fiber characteristics by using a second
approach (independent of the first approach). We first
seeded at TMS-derived motor area on the DTI color map.

Front of head Affected hemisphere
Affected hemisphere

Digit
Wrist
1cm

Digit
Wrist
1cm(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

Figure 2: (a1 and a2) Color dots represent transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) motor map of the more-affected hand (dark red, first dorsal inteross-
eous; light green, flexor carpi radialis). (a1) A participant with TMS motor map (color dots) on the less-affected motor cortex. (b1) An ipsilateral corticospinal
tract (red fibers) after diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography by seeding TMS motor map on the less-affected motor cortex (region of interest [ROI]
seeded based on the area of color dots in a1). (a2) A participant with TMS motor map on the more-affected motor cortex. (b2) A contralateral CST (red
fibers) after DTI tractography by seeding TMS motor map on the more-affected motor cortex (ROI seeded based on the area of color dots in a2). [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
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We then excluded fibers that do not pertain to the CSTs
(e.g. fibers passing through corpus callosum, cerebellum,
and medial lemniscus at the pons). This second approach
allowed us to obtain fiber characteristics more precisely by
using individual motor maps. Figure 2 shows examples of
using individual TMS-derived motor maps to reconstruct
CSTs for studying corticospinal fiber characteristics.

Statistical design
We used SPSS (version 19; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) for
statistical analysis. Two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test was used
to determine the association between TMS and the first
DTI tractography approach for determining the presence
or absence of a contralateral CST. We calculated the sen-
sitivity and specificity of using DTI as an assessment to
identify the contralateral CST. We used paired t-tests to
determine if the means of DTI measures of the more-
affected CST were significantly different from those of the
less-affected CST. p-values<0.05 were considered statisti-
cally significant for the study.

RESULTS
Twenty children with unilateral spastic CP (age range 6y
1mo–17y 1mo; mean age 9y 2mo; SD 3y 2mo), who met
inclusion criteria, participated in the study. Clinical charac-
teristics of all participants are summarized in Table I. In
addition, we show the stratification of participants by TMS-
identified connectivity: nine children had CST projecting
from the less-affected motor cortex (ipsilateral connectivity),
two children had CST projecting from the more-affected
motor cortex (contralateral connectivity), and nine children
had CST projecting from both motor cortices (bilateral con-
nectivity).

DTI is an assessment of contralateral CST connectivity
Table II summarizes the association between the two
methods under study: TMS versus DTI. Each participant

was categorized into one of the four categories by verifying
whether there were TMS-derived muscle responses by
probing the more-affected motor cortex, and by examining
the presence or absence of the CST projecting from the
more-affected motor cortex using DTI tractography. Fish-
er’s Exact Test showed that DTI is an independent assess-
ment of CST connectivity (p=0.022). When using TMS as
the standardized assessment, the sensitivity of using DTI
for assessing CST connectivity was 81.8% (95% confi-
dence interval [CI] 48–97%), and the specificity was 77.8%
(95% CI 40–96%). Two participants with bilateral connec-
tivity (examined by TMS) showed discrepancy between the
two methods in their contralateral CST (Table II, upper
right cell, TMS ‘yes’, DTI ‘no’). Stimulating the more-
affected motor cortex using TMS-induced MEPs in the
more-affected upper extremity in these two participants.
However, their presumed CST passed through the medial
lemniscus at the pons after we placed the first seed on the
motor cortex (see Fig. S1, online supporting informa-
tion).24,26 Therefore, we considered these as tracts other
than the CST for these two participants. Two other partic-
ipants did not have a TMS-evoked MEP from stimulating
the more-affected motor cortex, yet a visible CST project-
ing from the more-affected motor cortex was visible
(Table II, TMS ‘no’, DTI ‘yes’).

Integrity of the more-affected CST is compromised
We investigated the differences in CST fiber integrity
between the more- and less-affected sides in children with
bilateral connectivity using the second tractography
approach. Significant differences between bilateral tracts
could provide neuroanatomical evidence of a compromised
CST descending from the more-affected motor cortex in
the mild to moderate form of children with unilateral spas-
tic CP in this study (MACS level I–III). The DTI mea-
sures of nine children with bilateral connectivity were used
to investigate this comparison. The DTI measures exam-
ined included fractional anisotropy, fiber volumes (mean
number of fibers/voxel), radial diffusivity ((k2+k3)/2), and
mean diffusivity ((k1+k2+k3)/3) (Table III). Two-tailed
paired t-tests demonstrated that the means of DTI mea-
sures of the more-affected CST were significantly different
from those of the less-affected CST. Specifically, the values
of the ipsilateral fractional anisotropy and volume were
higher (indicating better integrity) than those of the con-
tralateral side (both p=0.003). In addition, the ipsilateral
radial diffusivity (p=0.001) and mean diffusivity (p=0.007)
were lower than those of the contralateral side.

DISCUSSION
DTI tractography can identify the contralateral CST in
unilateral spastic CP
The primary aim of this study was to investigate whether
DTI tractography can independently identify a preserved
contralateral CST in children with unilateral spastic CP.
Identifying the presence/absence of a contralateral CST
controlling the more-affected upper extremity may help in

Table II: 292 Contingency table summarizing association between find-
ings of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and diffusion tensor ima-
ging (DTI)

Contralateral
corticospinal
tracts (CST)
detected by:

DTI

Yesa Nob

TMS-evoked muscle
responses by probing
the more-affected
motor cortex

Yesc 9 2 11
Nod 2 7 9

11 9 20

aDTI yes: presence of contralateral CST reconstructed by DTI trac-
tography. bDTI no: absence of contralateral CST reconstructed by
DTI tractography. cTMS yes: presence of TMS-induced motor
evoked potential (MEP) responses from electromyography (EMG)
recordings on the more-affected upper extremity (UE). dTMS no:
absence of TMS-induced MEP responses from EMG recordings on
the more-affected UE.
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clinical decision-making regarding treatment outcome and
determining the location for brain stimulation treatments
(e.g. stimulating the more-affected motor cortex for chil-
dren with a preserved contralateral CST; stimulating the
less-affected motor cortex for the absence of a contralateral
CST). DTI tractography is sensitive (81.8%) and specific
(77.8%) to identify the contralateral CST in children with
unilateral spastic CP. Although two DTI tractography
approaches were used, we compared findings of TMS map-
ping with the presence/absence of the contralateral CST
derived from the first approach. This finding suggests that
DTI can be used to assess a contralateral CST, especially
for children who cannot receive TMS. We propose that
DTI tractography can be used clinically as a tool for deter-
mining the CST connectivity in children with unilateral
spastic CP.

Two participants (bilateral connectivity measured by
TMS) showed discrepancy between DTI and TMS in the
contralateral CST (Table II, TMS ‘yes’, DTI ‘no’). DTI
tractography showed that these fibers originating from the
more-affected motor cortex passed through the medial
lemniscus, but not the anterior pyramidal tract at the lower
pons.24 The clinical characteristics of these two cases can-
not explain their disorganized CST (case 1: age 8y 11mo,
MACS level III, lesion type=cortical/subcortical; case 2:
age 17y 1mo, MACS level II, lesion type=cortical/subcorti-
cal). Nor did their TMS results show any discrepancy in
MEP onset latency as compared with other children with
bilateral connectivity (independent t-test, t=0.05, p=0.966).
The discrepancy between TMS and DTI in these two par-
ticipants suggests that reorganization in the motor system
may be variable and not always be measured by a single
method. An example case showing incongruence of TMS
and DTI outcomes is shown in Figure S1.

Two other participants (ipsilateral connectivity measured
by TMS) did not have TMS-evoked MEP responses from
stimulating the more-affected motor cortex, yet a visible
CST projecting from the more-affected motor cortex was
reconstructed (Table II, TMS ‘no’, DTI ‘yes’). These two
cases both had brain lesion type categorized as periventric-
ular leukolamacia with MACS level II (case 3: age 10y
1mo; case 4: age 14y 1mo), although this combination
(periventricular leukolamacia and MACS level II) consisted
of 35% of our participants. Children’s tolerance for high
intensity stimulation is sometimes low, and the motor
threshold for the more-affected motor cortex is typically

high in children with unilateral spastic CP.9 It is possible
that the stimulation intensity was not strong enough to
activate their CSTs projecting from the more-affected
motor cortex (tested up to 85% TMS device output;
stopped due to children’s intolerance), despite the CSTs
being anatomically present.

Fiber integrity in the more- versus less-affected CST
Our results comparing the fiber integrity of the more- ver-
sus the less-affected CSTs showed differential characteris-
tics of the ipsilateral and the contralateral CSTs in
children with bilateral connectivity (t-tests, fractional aniso-
tropy, p=0.003). Previous studies used MRI cross-sectional
areas of the cerebral peduncles to compare the integrity of
two CSTs,6,7 and one study used DTI tractography to
directly compare the two CSTs in children with unilateral
spastic CP.26 Our study added evidence that the two CSTs
present differential fiber integrity projecting from bilateral
motor cortices in children with unilateral spastic CP with
MACS level I to III. This second approach allowed pre-
cisely seeding individualized ROIs since motor map loca-
tion can be variable in children with unilateral spastic CP.

Limitations
The results of this study may not be generalizable in the
clinical setting, because variability exists in DTI acquisition
protocols. Our imaging protocols contained 55 diffusion
directions. However, this level of precision may not be
achievable in every MRI facility, particularly in the clinical
setting. Second, we did not include the CSTs originating
from the less-affected motor cortex when comparing the
two methods, given that it was challenging to determine to
where those fibers descend (they could control either
hand). This is a technical limitation of using brain DTI
because it only captures images caudally to the junction of
medulla and cervical spinal cord. Even if DTI of the cervi-
cal spine is available, tractography can be challenging when
fibers are crossing.24 In addition, our sample encompassed
children with mild to moderate levels of hand function
impairments (MACS level I–III). Conceivably, children
with more severe impairment (e.g. MACS level IV or V)
may demonstrate a more disorganized CST, making DTI
maps more difficult to define. Whereas the CST in
severely affected children may be present, highly disorga-
nized fibers would be more difficult to reconstruct. It
would be ideal to compare our data with that from

Table III: Comparison of means of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) measures of participants with bilateral connectivity (n=9)

Ipsilateral CST
(95% CI)

Contralateral CST
(95% CI)

Paired mean
difference (95% CI) t pa

Effect size
(Cohen’s d)

Fractional anisotropy 0.533 (0.509–0.557) 0.495 (0.482–0.508) 0.038 (0.017–0.059) 4.121 0.003* 1.52
Volume (mean of
fibers/voxel)

12.193 (10.433–13.952) 8.058 (6.144–9.972) 4.135 (1.919–6.351) 4.303 0.003* 1.73

Mean diffusivityb 0.781 (0.772–0.789) 0.838 (0.799–0.878) �0.058 (�0.094 to �0.021) �3.646 0.007* �1.55
Radial diffusivityb 0.518 (0.500–0.536) 0.583 (0.557–0.609) �0.065 (�0.096 to 0.034) �4.813 0.001* �2.24

aTwo-tailed paired t-test. bUnit=10–3mm2/s. *Indicates p<0.05. CST, corticospinal tract; CI, confidence interval.
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children with typical development or children whose
lesions were postnatal. Last, due to the small number of
the available contralateral CST in our participants, we
were unable to perform correlation analysis between DTI-
derived fiber characteristics and hand function measures.
We propose further studies to recruit a larger sample and
age-matched controls to study this relationship.
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Appendix S1. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) motor

mapping details.

Figure S1. A representative participant with discrepant findings

between diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography (A, B) and

TMS motor mapping (C1).
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